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Abstract - Image thresholding is a challenging task
in image processing field. Many efforts have already
been made to propose universal, robust methods to
handle a wide range of images. This paper introduces
a new optimization-based thresholding approach. The
optimizer, Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm, mini-
mizes dissimilarity between the input grey-level image
and the bi-level (thresholded) image. The proposed
approach is compared with a well-known thresholding
method, Kittler algorithm, through subjective and
objective assessments, and experimental results are
provided.
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1 Introduction
In many image processing applications, the crucial role of
the image thresholding can be observed (e.g. medical im-
age processing [1] ). Numerous thresholding techniques
have already been proposed [2]. However, almost all of
them are application- or domain-oriented solutions suf-
fering from lack of universality. Therefore, this research
filed is still open to investigate and introduce new robust
and universal techniques.

In this paper, a new thresholding technique is pro-
posed which generates corresponding binary image by
minimization of dissimilarity between input and output
image. Hence, the input image itself is directly used to
measure the quality of the threshoded image. Thus, this
method can be introduced as a candidate for universal
thresholding. On the other hand, by splitting the input
image in several sub-images and assigning an optimal
thresholding level for each sub-image, we improve our
chance to generate better thresholded image compared to
applying a global thresholding technique. For those im-
ages which suffer from some disturbing factors such as
non-uniform illumination or reflectance effects, this local
approach can perform better.

After comprehensive evaluation of more than40 im-

age thresholding techniques, Sezgin and Sankur [2] con-
cluded that the Kittler [3] is the best overall performing
method. For this reason, the proposed approach is com-
pared with Kittler algorithm, using subjective and objec-
tive assessment methodologies. The results are promis-
ing.

Organization of this paper is as follows: In section
2, a brief review of differential evolution (DE) algorithm
is given. DE is employed as an optimizer in the current
study. The proposed approach is presented in section 3.
Experimental verification is presented in section 4 and
performance assessments in section 5. The work is con-
cluded in section 6.

2 Review of Differential Evolution

Differential Evolution (DE) is a population-based, effi-
cient, robust, and direct search method [4,5]. We selected
DE since it offers fast convergence rate and capability of
working directly with real numbers (threshoding levels).

Like other evolutionary algorithms, DE starts with an
initial population vector, which is randomly generated
when no preliminary knowledge is available. Let assume
that Xi,G(i = {1, 2, ..., Np}) are Np Nv-dimensional
parameter vectors of generation G (Np is a constant
number which represents the population size) [6]. In
order to generate a new population of vectors, for each
target vector in population three vectors are randomly
selected, and weighted difference of two of them is
added to the third one. For classical DE, the mutation,
crossover, and selection have straightforward procedures
as follows [6]:

Mutation - For each vectorVi,G from generationG a
mutant vectorVi,G is defined by

Vi,G = Xr1,G + F (Xr2,G −Xr3,G), (1)

where i = {1, 2, ..., Np} and r1, r2, and r3 are
mutually different random integer indices selected from
{1, 2, ..., Np}. Further, i, r1, r2, and r3 are different
such thatn ≥ 4. F ∈ [0, 2] is a real constant which



determines the amplification of the added differential
variation of(Xr2,G −Xr3,G). Larger values forF result
in higher diversity in the generated population and the
lower values in faster convergence.

Crossover - DE utilizes crossover operation to in-
crease diversity of the population. It defines following
trial vector:

Ui,G = (U1i,G, U2i,G, ..., UNvi,G), (2)

wherej = 1, 2, .., Nv and

Uji,G =
{

Vji,G if randj(0, 1) ≤ Cr,
Xji,G otherwise.

(3)

Cr ∈ (0, 1) is predefined crossover constant;
randj(0, 1) is jth ∈ [0, 1] evaluation of uniform random
generator. Most popular value forCr is in the range of
(0.4, 1) [7].

Selection - Now it must be decided which vector
(Ui,G or Xi,G) should be a member of new generation,
G + 1. Vector with the higher fitness value is chosen.

There are other variations of DE [8]. In this work, the
classical version of DE, shown in Fig. 1, has been utilized
in all experiments.

Figure 1: Classical differential evolution (DE) algorithm.

3 Proposed Approach
After a brief introduction to differential evolution al-
gorithm, we are ready to concentrate on the proposed
approach. Before starting to describe the new approach
we need to define fitness function for our optimization
algorithm.

Fitness function - The optimizer in our approach
minimizes the dissimilarity betweenM × N input grey-
level image,I (normalized in[0, 1]), and the correspond-
ing generated bi-level thresholded image,B ∈ {0, 1}.
The fitness functionf can be defined as follows:

f =
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

|Iij −Bij |. (4)

Minimization of this fitness function means mapping
darker pixels from grey-level image to the background
and lighter pixels to the foreground in the threshoded im-
age.

Individual steps of the proposed approach are as fol-
lows:

(1) Splitting input image I in n sub-images:
I1, I2, · · · , In.

(2) Assigning a threshold level for each sub-image:
T1, T2, · · · , Tn.

(3) Applying DE algorithm to find optimal values for
T1, T2, · · · , Tn by minimizing the fitness function
(see Eq. 4).

(4) Thresholding the sub-images by using optimized val-
ues from step (3).

(5) Assembling thresholded sub-images to obtain final
threshoded image.

By splitting the input image inn sub-images and as-
signing an optimal thresholding level for each sub-image,
we improve our chance to have better results compared
to applying global thresholding methods. Table 1 shows
details of proposed approach by a pseudo-code repre-
sentation. In conducted experiments we heuristically set
n = 4.

4 Experimental Verification
In order to investigate the effect of the proposed ap-
proach,26 hard to threshold images were selected to
build our test set; all of them are frequently used images
in the image processing literature.

The following DE control parameters are set for all
conducted experiments with no attempt to achieve opti-
mal values for them.



Table 1: Proposed approach: Image thresholding using DE algorithm.

Begin
Splitting Input Image,I, in n Sub-images:I1, I2, · · · , In;
Random Population Initialization;

/* Each individual in the population has n variables: T1, T2, · · · , Tn (thresholding level of sub-images) */
Calculate Fitness Value for each Individual in the Population;/* see Eq. 4 */

while (satisfying termination criteria)
/* DE evolution steps (mutation, crossover, and selection) */
Mutation; /* see Eq. 1 */
Crossover; /* see Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 */
Selection; /* see Sec. 2 */

Calculate Fitness Value for each Individual in the CurrentPopulation; /* see Eq. 4 */
while end

Thresholding Sub-images by Using Optimized Values for Thresholding Levels;
Assembling Thresholded Sub-images to Obtain Final Threshoded Image;

End

• Population size,Np = 40

• Differential amplification factor,F = 0.9

• Crossover probability constant,Cr = 0.9

• Strategy [8]: DE/rand/1/bin

• Maximum function calls, NFCMAX =1000

• Number of sub-images,n = 4

Some sample results of applying the proposed ap-
proach are presented in Table 2. As shown, also corre-
sponding ground-truth image (created manually) and the
result of Kittler method are given for comparison. A sam-
ple fitness plot for one of the test images is given in Fig.
2.

Figure 2: A sample fitness plot (minimization) for a test
image.

In following section, the results of the proposed ap-
proach and Kittlers’ have been compared using two com-
pletely different methods, namely, objective and subjec-
tive assessment.

5 Performance Assessment
A wide range of image quality measures have been pro-
posed by image processing researchers [9–11]. In this
section, results of Kittler and the proposed approach are
compared by human judgment (subjective assessment)
and also by reference based objective assessment. Ref-
erence or ground-truth images have been manually pre-
pared to serve as gold/ideal thresholded image for each
test image.

5.1 Objective Assessment
In order to compare the performance of different meth-
ods, an objective metric is required. To compare two bi-
nary images, Misclassification Error (ME) [2, 12] can be
a reasonable and straightforward measure to use. It cal-
culates percentage of foreground pixels which assigned
wrongly to background and vice versa:

ME =
|BO ∩ FT |+ |FO ∩BT |

|BO|+ |FO|
, (5)

where BO, FO, BT , and FT are the background
and foreground pixels of the ground-truth image and the
background and foreground pixels of the test image, re-
spectively.|.| denotes the cardinality of the set.

By utilizing this error measure, similarity index,η,
can be defined as follows:



Table 2: Some experimental results. Input image, corresponding manually created ground-truth (gold) image, result
of Kittler method, and result of the proposed approach (DE) for some test images.

Image Ground-truth Kittler DE Image Ground-truth Kittler DE

η = (1−ME)× 100%. (6)

The similarity index of100% means complete match-
ing of two images. Also, the overall similarity index̄η
(or generalization index) for a set of images is defined as
follows:

η̄ =
1

ntest

n∑
i=1

ηi, (7)

wherentest is the number of test images.

Table 3 summarizes the results of objective assess-
ment for 26 test images. As seen, the overall similar-
ity index, η̄, for the new approach (89.16%) is higher
and the standard deviation (12.58%) is lower than Kit-
tlers’ (81.53%, 20.08%). Also, the 95% confidential
intervals (CI) for the proposed approach is more com-
pact with higher boundaries ([84.07, 94.24]) than Kit-
tlers’ ([73.42, 89.95]).

The best result in each case has been indicated in bold.
For 9 cases (34.61%) the Kittler shows better results; in
12 cases (46.15%) DE performs better; and for5 cases
(19.23%) the results are almost the same. Results with
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difference less than1% are assumed to be the same.

Table 3: Results of objective assessment for26 test im-
ages. The best result in each case has been highlighted in
bold (for difference less than1%, the results are assumed
to be the same).η: similarity index, η̄: overall similar-
ity index (for 26 test images),σ: standard deviation, K:
Kittler, DE: proposed method,95% CI: 95% confidential
intervals.

Image
No.

ηK ηDE
Image
No.

ηK ηDE

1 98.07 86.61 14 100.0 100.0
2 89.88 97.85 15 92.83 90.05
3 99.44 98.40 16 28.14 99.25
4 98.32 84.48 17 99.83 99.57
5 77.84 79.85 18 97.38 93.60
6 78.19 91.18 19 52.98 57.78
7 81.80 93.87 20 97.16 49.76
8 92.42 92.22 21 99.68 99.51
9 81.11 80.20 22 59.40 78.68
10 92.51 92.66 23 48.68 97.97
11 93.47 82.45 24 71.93 95.37
12 91.53 82.49 25 72.78 99.68
13 41.49 96.14 26 83.07 98.56

η̄K=81.53%, σK=20.08%
95%CIK = [73.42, 89.95]
η̄DE=89.16%, σDE=12.58%
95%CIDE = [84.07, 94.24]

5.2 Subjective Assessment
In order to subjectively assess the two approaches (Kittler
and DE), the results of thresholding for26 test images
were presented to9 expert observers. They had three op-
tions to select from for each test image: Kittler (is better),
DE (is better), and the (results are) same. The subjective
evaluations by9 observers are summarized in Table 4. As
seen, according to evaluation of each observer and also
in overall, the proposed approach shows a higher perfor-
mance than Kittlers’.

For a better illustration, the subjective assessment
results of9 observers are represented as a chart in Fig.3.

Result analysis -The results of Kittler and the pro-
posed approach for26 test images were compared by
two totaly different methodologies, subjective and objec-
tive assessments. In both cases, the proposed approach
achieved a higher performance than Kittler method. Ta-
ble 5 shows in how far objective and subjective evalua-
tions differ. As seen, interestingly, the difference between
objective and subjective assessments for all three cases is
less than3%.

Table 4: Results of subjective assessment by9 expert ob-
servers. The best result in each case has been highlighted
in bold. nK : number of images (out of26 test images)
for which Kittler performs better,nDE: number of images
for which DE performs better,nS: number of images for
which Kittler and DE results are almost the same (n̄ is the
average value calculated among9 observers).

Observer
No.

nK nDE nS

1 8 (30.76%) 14 (53.84%) 4 (15.38%)

2 9 (34.61%) 13 (50.00%) 4 (15.38%)

3 12 (46.15%) 13 (50.00%) 1 (3.84%)

4 12 (46.15%) 14 (53.84%) 0 (0%)

5 4 (15.38%) 10 (38.46%) 12 (46.15%)

6 5 (19.23%) 11 (42.30%) 10 (38.46%)

7 6 (23.07%) 11 (42.30%) 9 (34.61%)

8 10 (38.46%) 12 (46.15%) 4 (15.38%)

9 8 (30.76%) 16 (61.53%) 2 (7.69%)

n̄K=31.61%, σK=11.01%
n̄DE=48.71%, σDE=7.19%
n̄S=19.65%, σS=16.25%

Figure 3: Chart representation of subjective assessments.
Number of selected options (Kittler, DE, and Same) by
each observer for26 test images. For example, observer
number1 has selected:8 timesKittler , 14 timesDE, and
4 timesSame.

6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, an optimization-based image threshold-
ing approach has been introduced. An differential evo-
lution algorithm (DE) segmented the image into two
classes by minimization of the dissimilarity between in-
put grey-level image and binary (thresholded) image. The
proposed approach was compared with a well-known
method, Kittler method, through subjective and objective
assessments. Both evaluations confirmed that the pro-
posed approach is superior to Kittler algorithm.

The most important part of the proposed approach
is the definition of the fitness function. As seen, DE,



Table 5: Results comparison of objective and subjective
assessment.|difference|: difference between the overall
result of subjective and objective assessments.

Objective
Assessment

Subjective
Assessment

|difference|

Kittler 34.61% 31.61% 3%
DE 46.15% 48.71% 2.56%
Same 19.23% 19.65% 0.42%

as an optimizer, minimizes the dissimilarity between
grey-level image and thresholded image. This dissim-
ilarity is measured by pixel-by-pixel comparison of
the binary and (in[0, 1] normalized) grey-level images.
So, it can directly affect the final result. Introducing a
more accurate and also universal measure is our main
direction for future work. The main drawback is that
employing an evolutionary algorithm (DE) to threshold
image shows a higher computational time. We are
faced with this common disadvantage when we employ
population-based optimization methods to solve any
problem in science or engineering. In order to answer
this crucial general problem, we are working to speed up
convergence rate of differential evolution [13,14].
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